Subaru baja 2010

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. These guys went above
and beyond. Made sure everything was perfect for my car. My husband and I got a good car at a
great price and we will definitely be buying from them again in the future. Highly recommended!
TLC Motors lied to me about the condition of the car. I told them the low tire pressure was on,
and they said it was broke, which it wasn't. They sent me home with a flat tire, with 7PSI in it,
knowing I drove 3 hours there. When I called them they didnt care, since they already had my
money. They told me the car had AC but it actually had a massive leak, they put enough freon
on it to make it seem like it was fine. Very VERY disappointed. I've never been so disrespected. I
was contacted by dealer, she answered my questions and sent me a CarFax on the car. Very
nice mom and pop shop dealership. Helpful and through all the chaos, managed to give me
great customer service over the phone and on the lot. I have suspended looking for cars as of
now due to the state of emergency we are having. But very helpful. All in All it was a very Good
experience. Talked with owner and his father in law, had a good conversation with both. I sat in
car checking out everything, inspected the whole vehicle. They showed me the Car Fax, which
coincided with Auto Check. Finally test drove. Overall i was satisfied. I would recommend this
dealership to friends and family. I purchased the vehicle I viewed from this dealer, Abe. He was
helpful and honest. I dealt with Bob at the dealership. When I got there, he had the car washed
and prepared, and ready to go. It was a great experience, and I did buy the XC It was by far the
best deal I encountered. I highly recommend Big T! Vehicle was already sold. Bait and switch all
around. Inquired about a specific vehicle, revived an email asking if I wanted to know more
about the vehicle and when I asked more about the vehicle, I was told it had been sold for some
time. We wound up choosing '07 Outback instead. An appointment was available the day we
called. Staff and owners were courteous, efficient, and helpful. Paperwork was handled timely.
Vehicle pricing was fair, enabling people like us who either do not have a lot of money or are too
old to responsibly sign long term notes, to have transportation that is low emissions vehicle. I
would gladly recommend these folks as treating us like they would like to be treated. Excellent
service. Amy was extremely helpful. Told them something wasnt working and they fixed it
immediately. Filled my tank and I drovw off with a new truck. Very friendly and helpful staff.
Quick response on emails as well as personal service. Very easy purchase process with out the
pushy salesmen attitude. Vehicle posting was spot on. Overall very happy with bad rock auto.
Dealer treated everything in a perfunctory way not offering much information about the car.
Responded to many questions by saying that the car was like this when they got it. The
gentleman himself was affable and pleasant enough for being strictly business. The most
important takeaway was that you were on your own throughout the entire transactiom. Very nice
place to buy a car. Jermaine will work with you to get you in the vehicle you want. Good
selection. And they're Marvel Superhero lovers so that's a plus for me. I was ready to drive 77
miles for a Ford Flex but after I test drove one of their Odysseys I had to have it. Pleasant
experience. I highly recommend them. They were very forthcoming and helpful as I inspected
and took the car for a test drive. The paperwork process was smooth as well. All in all, I would
definitely buy from them again. These guys are the real deal. Not only did MJ send me every
picture and carfax report without hesitation he worked closely with my bank with this being an
out of state purchase for me. When my family and I arrived to take delivery of the mustang the
guys at Xchange motors went the extra step by putting happy birthday balloons on the car.
These guys are a step above the rest and if you need a new vehicle then you need bot look any
further. Excellent experience. Very impressed with the service I received on a car i wanted to
purchase. Contacted them and same day i was replied back to and i went there the next day fo
see the vehicle i got. We purchased it right away no hassle just straight forward answers and
price. Highly recommend them for your next car purchase. Recalling the glory days of the El
Camino or Subaru's own all-terrain BRAT, the Subaru Baja is a melange of car and truck, with
the capability of holding up to four passengers, but also sporting a 3. The Baja was introduced
in and lasted for only four years. Meant to appeal to young drivers with a taste for the active,
outdoor life, the Baja was based on a Legacy Outback, and indeed looked like an Outback that
had its rear cargo top removed. It had the same 2. The cabin sat four, with rear seats that folded
and a removable partition that expanded the truck bed to nearly 7 feet. One drawback was that
this doorway was not as wide as the truck bed itself, but it was helpful for skis or surfboards.
The original Baja came standard with leather upholstery and a power driver's seat, but there
was also a more stripped-down and affordable Sport version as well. A year later, in , a more fun
turbo model was introduced. There are many guesses as to why the Subaru Baja never really
hit. Much of what it had to offer could be found in the Outback, which did not leave cargo
exposed to the elements. Its great fuel economy and all-wheel drive were appealing to young
drivers on the go, but complaints about its lack of power, excessive wind noise, and its
unattractive appearance might have been factors in its demise. The fact that it looked like a

truck, but did not have the hauling power to act like a truck was also a drawback. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
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update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Authorized Subaru Dealer. Request Information. Private Seller: Mark. Kingston,
NY Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Jeff. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Subaru
dealers in Atlanta GA. Subaru dealers in Chicago IL. Subaru dealers in Dallas TX. Subaru
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Used Subaru Baja for Sale 5. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5.
I can count the number of repairs done on the car on one hand, and none have been serious.
The car is reliable and fun to drive. The bed is of sufficient size to haul a gas grill, lawn mower,
or a new stove. With the Baja bed extender, I could probably move a sofa. Even after 11 years,
my husband, who suffers from severe back pain, finds the passenger seat to be comfortable
even on long trips. The ride is smooth and fairly quiet. The vehicle's ability to handle snow and
wet roads is comparable to that in other all wheel drive vehicles. The back seat is roomy enough
for two passengers perhaps three if one is a child without too much complaining. Forward and
rear speakers provide fairly good sound for both radio and CDs. Had Subaru not discontinu
This vehicle was purchased new in Had Subaru not discontinued manufacturing the Baja, I
might very well be in the market for a new one just to have the updates. As it is, I will drive this
vehicle until it falls apart, which doesn't seem too likely to happen in the near future. It is not
uncommon for people to approach me in parking lots and inquire about the make and model of
the vehicle, expressing interest in purchasing one of their own. Mileage is better than average,
and the sunroof is perfect for a big dog to stick his head through when driving to the park! My
favorite feature is most likely the reliability of the vehicle. Never once have I had a break-down
or been unable to start the vehicle. I also consider the bed a major plus. When I first got it, I was
not sure if I should have gotten it or not. There were some things that needed to be fixed, and I
thought that after a few months, it would break down on me. It does not really go fast, but there
was a lot of space, and it saved me a lot of money on the gas. It actually turned out to be a good
deal, and it still has not broken down on me. This is a great car. I took this car to the Shilo inn.
My kids and I packed up everything and it was very easy to take down there. There is a lot of
space in this car, and it is very easy to drive. I was very happy with the leg space that was
available, and that the car goes a pretty good speed when I am driving it. I was really happy
when I got it and the car did not break down on me. I was a little cautious at first because it just
looks like the kind of car that would break down out of nowhere, but it actually did not. The car
goes pretty slowly, and it can run pretty loudly when you first start it up. The gas is pretty
decent too, but it takes a whole lot of money to fill up the tank. Used Subaru Baja. Used Cars for
Sale. Used Subaru WRX. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We weren't able to find
any results within the criteria you specified, but we did
1997 ford f150 repair manual free
2013 gmc trailer wiring harness diagram
base 2015 mustang
find similar listings for you:. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values
of used vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new
car for the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Subaru Baja. Subaru Baja Year Filters Reset
Done. Year - Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing
to go into the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to
connect with. Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars.
Collector and Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Book Values. Get Book
Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN? Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all
decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer
you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog.
Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

